“A first-class job of story telling ... fine, readable, and revealing ... This book may be the big novel of the season.”
—The San Francisco Chronicle

“Gripping, fast-moving.”
—The Boston Globe

“Richard Powell has done for Philadelphia what John Marquand has done for Boston.”
—The Minneapolis Tribune

“The Philadelphian is an extremely readable survey of an authentic social scene.”
—New York Herald Tribune

“While some old Philadelphia families are likely to squirm, they will be unable to keep Richard Powell’s The Philadelphian off the best-seller list.”
—The Cleveland Press

“A gripping, eventful story.”
—The Philadelphia Sunday Bulletin

“The Philadelphian is a good read, jauntily spiced up with sex, crammed with plot.”
—The Times Literary Supplement

“ Rounded, lively and warm-blooded ... told with a feeling for drama and an easy vigor.”
—The Oxford Times

“A story that has the ring of authenticity on every page ... handled with such finesse, such sympathy, as to make reading it a memorable experience.”
—The Philadelphia Inquirer

“The picture of a city and its culture in which the Philadelphia tradition is convincingly drawn, gently satirized, and altogether relished ... a remarkable interpretation and a first-class novel.”
—The Pittsburgh Press

“There is some bang-up storytelling here ... The story is an engrossing one. In its telling there are faint echoes of John Marquand, Edwin O’Connor, and John O’Hara.”
—The Chicago Sunday Tribune

“Bestseller ... make room!”
—Harper’s